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Psychiatry is a young, still developing science, that must, against sharp opposition, gradually achieve the position it deserves according to its scientific and practical importance. There is no doubt that it will achieve this position—for it has at its disposal the same weapons which have served the other branches of medicine so well: clinical observation, the microscope and experimentation. Emil Kraepelin (p. 8)1

Emil Kraepelin wanted to make progress in psychiatry. He pioneered psychiatric research to improve the status of psychiatry within the field of medicine. His optimism continues to shape psychiatry today.2–4 There is increasing concern, however, that Kraepelin did not lead us in the right direction. Most authors have focused on Kraepelin’s dichotomy of schizophrenia and bipolar disorder as the Achilles heel of his diagnostic system.5,6 Some have argued that there is no clear point of rarity between these 2 diagnoses.7 Others have proposed that there are several additional, clearly distinguishable psychotic disorders in the borderland between schizophrenia and bipolar disorder.8 The discontent with Kraepelin’s concepts is fueled by new scientific evidence and by the opportunity to overhaul the current diagnostic concept of psychotic disorders in the next edition of the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM).5,9

But we should not concern ourselves too much with disproving Kraepelin’s definitions of schizophrenia and bipolar disorder. Rather, we need to revise our current model of psychiatric research. It appears that progress in schizophrenia research will require not simply an adjustment of the classification of psychotic disorders, but a new set of studies that can challenge the Kraepelinian model of psychiatric research.

Kraepelin’s Research

For Kraepelin, scientific progress in psychiatry was a struggle (against sharp opposition, see above). His choice of weapons for this struggle—clinical observation, microscope, and experimentation—was not a coincidence. They were the leading scientific tools at the end of the 19th century, and he was committed to all 3 of them.10

As a young physician, Kraepelin worked with Bernhard von Gudden, a prominent neuroanatomist and psychiatrist. While Kraepelin himself did not enjoy work in the morgue and laboratory (and made some disparaging statements about the value of postmortem research in psychiatry),11 he ultimately embraced neuroanatomy. In the later editions of his textbook of psychiatry, he prominently displayed Alois Alzheimer’s studies of dementia praecox with several microphotographs, convinced that microscopic abnormalities are a diagnostic feature of schizophrenia.12

After his time with von Gudden, Kraepelin became interested in laboratory studies of human behavior. He moved to Leipzig and worked with Wilhelm Wundt, the father of experimental psychology. Kraepelin was seriously considering leaving clinical psychiatry and joining Wundt’s laboratory, but his mentor advised him to remain focused on clinical psychiatry.13

While Kraepelin’s contribution to experimental psychology has received little attention, his clinical observations have shaped many current concepts of psychiatric disorders. Kraepelin provided detailed description of mental states and abnormal human behavior in the 7 editions of his textbook of psychiatry, published between 1883 and 1915. Most importantly, he collected longitudinal clinical data and defined the course and outcome of several psychiatric disorders. The 2 most influential psychiatric diagnoses that can be traced back to his textbook are dementia praecox (renamed schizophrenia by Eugen Bleuler in 1911)14 and manic-depressive illness (which was separated from unipolar depression and renamed bipolar disorder by Karl Leonhard in 1957).15

Kraepelin’s Dementia Praecox Concept

Kraepelin constantly reevaluated his diagnostic constructs, changing some aspects while holding on to others. Initially, Kraepelin grouped 3 distinct clinical presentations—catatonia, dementia paranoides, and hebephrenia—together and called the syndrome dementia praecox. In the last edition of his textbook, he expanded these 3 subtypes of dementia praecox into 10.16 He defined...
them based on clinical observation, but did not suggest different mechanisms or etiologies.

Poor outcome was central to the original formulation of dementia praecox (hence the name). But Kraepelin questioned his original assertion that dementia praecox always leads to poor outcome. And suggested new diagnostic labels, including schizophrenia. He acknowledged a lack of scientific data and radically changed his views on disease mechanisms and etiology. In the initial formulation of dementia praecox as a psychiatric disorder, he classified it as an endocrine disorder. In subsequent editions, he hypothesized a process of autointoxication, leading to cortical neuron loss.

Kraepelin deserves credit for his ability to change several core features of the original dementia praecox concept. But despite such flexibility, Kraepelin did not change his belief that schizophrenia is a “natural disease unit” —ie, it is one disorder that can be studied at several levels, including etiology, disease mechanism, and clinical presentation.

The Kraepelinian Model of Psychiatric Research

In the first 4 editions of his textbook, Kraepelin did not propose that psychiatric disorders could be studied in the clinic as well as the laboratory. He introduced dementia praecox simply as a syndrome, which allowed him to group together patients, with different clinical profiles but, as he believed, similar outcomes. This was an extension of Kahlbaum’s syndromal approach in psychiatry. The Kraepelinian syndromes deemphasized the unique clinical presentation of each patient (which remained the focus of various schools of psychopathology) and stressed common features. For Kraepelin, the most important clinical feature was outcome. He strongly believed that prediction of outcome should be the guiding principle of a psychiatric classification system.

The 5th edition of his textbook was his Copernican turn. He went beyond the clinical syndrome and introduced the concept of the natural disease unit. Kraepelin proposed that psychiatric research should not revolve around the patient’s clinical presentation. Instead, psychiatric research should begin with the definition of an illness at the level of clinical features, disease mechanism, and etiology—and data collection should then follow.

Kraepelin saw diagnostic constructs as means toward a full scientific exploration of mental illness. He built the first major psychiatric research institute in Germany, attracting an outstanding cadre of researchers. Their research (clinical studies, pathology, genetics, experimental psychology) relied on psychiatric diagnoses, and dementia praecox became the paradigmatic natural disease unit. The diagnosis did not appear in the first 3 editions of his textbook, occupied only 46 pages in the 5th edition, but reached 356 pages in the 8th edition, including many figures and graphs. Kraepelin felt that all 3 lines of investigation were coming together and that research was solving the puzzle of dementia praecox. While his diagnostic concepts have been criticized, his concept of the natural disease unit has remained the prevailing view in schizophrenia research.

Influence of the Kraepelinian Model on Current Research

Most current schizophrenia research starts out with a categorical classification of patients (typically according to DSM-IV) and then tests for differences between a group of schizophrenia patients and a control group (either healthy volunteers or another disease group of interest, eg, bipolar disorder). By doing so, we limit ourselves to exploring disease mechanisms and etiologies of diagnostic constructs. It is more likely that dimensions of behaviors, some of which traverse diagnostic categories, are more relevant for the study of the genetic and neural mechanisms of mental illness. It is this procrustean bed that has held psychiatric research back.

But it is important to acknowledge the value of Kraepelin’s natural disease units. While not perfect, they have predictive power. They simplify complex human behavior and provide a framework for communication among affected individuals, relatives, caregivers, and the society at large. They also justify research efforts that pledge to uncover the basis of mental illness (eg, the gene or brain region for schizophrenia). Kraepelin’s vision of progress in psychiatric research gives hope to those who struggle to make sense of mental illness. Any research agenda that challenges the Kraepelinian model will have to provide the same kind of inspiration.

A New Research Agenda for Psychiatry?

Psychopathologists and neuroscientists have always been skeptical of the Kraepelinian model of research. Geneticists are now joining their chorus.

Psychopathologists are interested in the details of abnormal mental states and the better understanding of the nonunderstandable, particularly in psychosis. They have argued that the relevant scientific unit for psychiatric research is not the diagnostic group but the individual mental state. This approach does not lend itself to simple classification schemes and requires significant training in patient interviewing and knowledge of a challenging vocabulary. This has limited the practical value of psychopathology in clinical practice or research. However, there is no doubt that we need to rediscover a more detailed documentation of the mental state in both clinical practice and research.

Neuroscientists have argued for a more refined mapping of the clinical features of schizophrenia to the brain. Such efforts have been successful when circumscribed
lesions give rise to distinct behavioral deficits. It is no surprise that one of the pioneers of such clinico-pathological correlations, Carl Wernicke, strongly disagreed with Kraepelin’s neural models of schizophrenia. He proposed a model that conceptualized psychiatric disorders as a failure of distributed neural networks. His ideas resonate with cognitive neuroscientists and neuroimaging researchers.

Rather than studying human mental states and brains, genetic research has the power to bypass the laborious process of working from the top down, by identifying genetic factors (e.g., allelic variation giving rise to risk genes, epigenetic factors, gene transcription abnormalities) that can explain substantial components in the variation of human behavior. It is very likely that such mechanisms will be able to explain significant aspects of mental illness.

More recently, all 3 lines of research reviewed above have been called upon to develop a new research agenda, from the phenome to the genome. Some have proposed that endophenotypes could become bridges between the bottom and the top of the scientific hierarchy. But it is not clear how such efforts will surmount the Kraepelinian research model if they do not develop a dimensional approach that goes beyond our current focus on diagnostic categories.

How to Make Progress?

Rather than holding on to the natural disease unit dogma, we need to collect clinical, neuroscientific, and genetic data from large cohorts that are not defined simply by categories such as schizophrenia or bipolar disorder. The data need to be rich, especially at the phenomenological level. The instruments need to have a level of resolution that can detect subtle signs of reality distortion, mood abnormalities, and cognitive impairment in order to map out the continuum from health to disease. Finally, the assessments need to be longitudinal in order to determine the relationship between domains of psychopathology and to assess course and outcome.

It is likely that we will identify several mechanisms and causes for schizophrenia. It is also likely that shared mechanisms and causes will be identified for clinical features that traverse diagnostic categories. Both of these outcomes—multiple disease pathways for one diagnostic category and shared pathways across diagnostic categories—will refute Kraepelin’s dogma that separate lines of investigation will uncover natural disease units. That would be progress.
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